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SUMMARY

The changing needs of modern application systems demand new and radical software architectures to
support them. The attraction of persistent systems is that they define precisely the extent to which they
are open, thereby allowing the dynamically changing resource requirements of applications to be tracked
accurately within the persistent environment. Thus, an ever-growing body of work is being established
to study the nature of running applications, and to use the information gleaned, to improve the run-
time execution of these applications. Here we propose a new architectural approach to constructing
persistent systems that accommodates, and thus is compliant to, the needs of particular applications.
By separating policy from mechanism in all components, the architecture may be tailored to the policy
needs of the application.‡‡ We first propose a generic architecture for compliance, and then show how it
may be instantiated. Finally, we describe an example of how the architecture operates in a manner that
is compliant to a target application. We postulate, since we have not yet measured, that the benefits of
compliant architectures will be a reduction in complexity, with corresponding gains in flexibility, portability,
understandability in terms of failure semantics, and performance. Copyright 2000 John Wiley & Sons,
Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

The growing requirements of persistent application systems challenge software engineers to provide
the appropriate architectural infrastructure. Where the structure of the data is simple, file systems
and operating systems are sufficient to supply the infrastructure for the storage and use of data and
the execution of programs. When the structure of the data becomes more sophisticated, data models,
and in particular object-oriented models, implemented in databases may be used. The contribution of
orthogonal persistence [1] is to integrate the notions of long- and short-term data, and to allow programs
to be treated as first class data objects [2]. As the application system evolves, more data, meta-data,
programs and users are accumulated and must be accommodated by a further step in architectural
design. While process modelling systems [3] provide the conceptual support for this evolutionary style,
there is no agreed software architecture to supply these needs [4].

The challenge in supporting process modelling systems is in efficiently providing the radically
varying facilities required by different process models [5–7]. When implemented on a conventional
software architecture, there is often a repetition and duplication of both mechanisms and policy in
different architectural components which conflict with each other and add complexity to the overall
system. The repetition occurs when the same policies/mechanisms are implemented in different
components, and duplication occurs when the policies/mechanisms in different components are
radically different and may interact in an undesirable manner. This complexity makes it difficult to
predict how the system will perform, particularly in terms of failure semantics and run-time efficiency.

Process modelling systems may be seen as archetypal data intensive applications systems, sometimes
referred to as Persistent Application Systems (PASs) [8]. They are potentially long-lived, concurrently
accessed and consist of large bodies of programs and data. In particular, process models evolve
frequently, and therefore must accommodate dynamic change within the application domain. Thus,
the architectural problems encountered in implementing process modelling systems are similar to,
if not the same as, those investigated by the persistent programming community over many years
now [8–22].

This paper describes a new architectural approach to the construction of persistent systems that
accommodates the needs of particular applications. We describe this as beingcompliantto these needs.
The architecture takes advantage of the fact that persistent systems are well structured to discover the
dynamically changing demands of applications; since they define precisely the extent to which they
are open, the computation which takes place within the persistent environment may be relatively easily
tracked.

The novelty of a compliant architecture is that the components are designed, top down, with the
philosophy of fitting the architecture to the needs of the particular application. This contrasts with the
more traditional, bottom up, approach to providing static abstract components or layers designed to
meet the predicted needs of the majority of applications. The key scientific advance, in our approach,
is to separate mechanism and policy, a technique that has been used before but not all at once, and
consistently, on every component of the architecture.

We report here on our first attempt at building a compliant architecture. We start by proposing a
generic architecture for compliance and then show how it may be instantiated with components. We
also show how the architecture operates in a manner that is compliant to a target application.

The key components of our initial compliant architecture are: a nano-kernel, HWO, and its associated
library-based operating system which together constitute the Arena system [23,24]; a new persistent
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programming language, ProcessBase [25]; and the mechanisms for defining and separating policy and
mechanism. We postulate, since we have not yet measured, that the benefits of compliant architectures
will be a reduction in complexity, with corresponding gains in flexibility, portability, understandability
in terms of failure semantics, and performance.

STRUCTURING SOFTWARE SYSTEMS

There are two common generic approaches to structuring complex software, which roughly correspond
to the notions of in-process and out-of-process computation. With in-process system structuring, the
architectural components are layered upon one another, communicating via the interface provided by
the supporting layer. All computation takes place within one process although it may be multi-threaded.
With out-of-process system structuring, the architectural components communicate with one another
through their published interfaces using a mechanism equivalent to Inter-Process Communication
(IPC).

In practice, both in-process and out-of-process system structuring are required for the most complex
systems. Furthermore, there are many variations of these extremes that complicate the structuring
domain. For example, in-process and out-of-process structuring may be mixed, where some of the
components are layered and some communicate using IPC. This may even occur at different layers
within the architecture.

Our goal is to achieve compliance within the system architecture and for simplicity immediately
focus on layered architectures. In effect, we are concentrating on a single application executing in a
single address space. Since we can regard all processes running on a single machine as running on a
single address space, we postulate that we will be able to adapt our work to out-of-process systems at
a future date.

Both in-process and out-of-process computation use self-defining components that present an
interface to the outside world. Each component is potentially a separate Virtual Machine (VM) that may
be scheduled accordingly. Understanding the overall architecture requires preserving the components,
since they define their own context in which the user may wish to consider the component (layer).

Within a layered architecture, however, it is often tempting to assume that, for efficiency, the layers
may be flattened, by some sophisticated compilation or reflective technique, to a single layer for
execution.∗ However, the flattening of layers is time-constrained in that the single layer is only of
use until the next time the system evolves. The evolution is best understood in the context of the
evolving layers, and that is precisely why it is necessary to preserve that context. There is, therefore, an
efficiency trade-off between the cost of execution in the layered form, and the costs of flattening and
execution in the flattened form. Such trade-offs are application-dependent and can only be evaluated
dynamically; thus, they are unlikely to yield a single winner.

Since our application domain is that of systems that evolve frequently we will forego the temptation
to flatten layers for the present. Our focus is therefore on constructing layered architectures that are
compliant to the needs of the application.

∗This is the situation found in real-time applications. The termoperating softwarehas been used to characterise such real-time
systems to emphasise the intimate connection between the real-time application and the real-time operating system [26].
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DISCOVERING AND USING APPLICATION KNOWLEDGE

The key to the run-time efficiency of any software or hardware architecture is to ensure that the correct
components are available and ready to use at the time they are required. For example, within a storage
hierarchy, it is imperative to run-time efficiency to ensure that the data and programs are in the correct
place in the storage hierarchy when they are required for use. Thus, register allocation mechanisms,
caching techniques and page replacement algorithms should be optimised for such an effect.

To achieve optimum application efficiency, which requires application-specific knowledge, a
software architect must address two major questions. They are:

• How does the system discover what the application is doing?
• How should the architecture be structured to utilise the above knowledge?

Conventional software architectures, which we would term non-compliant, provide static abstract
layers to meet the average predicted needs of the majority of cases. The application knowledge
discovery is performed statically by simulating and benchmarking the applications that are intended
to be run on the system. The architecture is then structured to perform well under the benchmark
conditions. Optimisations are often based on strategies such as overall throughput and may use average
or common application execution profiles. The Unix operating system interface is a good example of
such an interface between kernel and application layers.

The advantage of the static interface approach is that it provides a high degree of code reuse and
therefore savings, in terms of code re-writing and portability. Many applications may reuse the interface
without regard to its implementation. However, they do so at the possible expense of individual
applications since the optimisations necessary for individual cases cannot be accommodated in the
general case. Thus, in such an architecture individual applications only occasionally run optimally, and
even then it is by accident.

In this paper, we will assume that applications have some information, such as working set size,
that may be used to improve their performance if used by the supporting architecture. We recognise an
ever growing body of work is being established to study the nature of running applications in persistent
systems [27–31], databases [32–34] and operating systems [35–37]. We presume that we may intercept
the results of any of this work, and concentrate here on how the software is structured to make use of
such information.

Throughout this paper we consider a typical PAS: a process modelling application which is
implemented in a Process Modelling Language (PML). The PML is in turn implemented in a Persistent
Programming Language (PPL) which is itself hosted by some Operating System (OS). This is
illustrated in Figure1. As described above, we will maintain the layers of abstraction for ease of
evolution and maintenance of the system. Our goal is to achieve this in conjunction with efficient
implementation of the application.

In the non-compliant approach of Figure1, the interfaces between the OS and the PPL, and the PPL
and PML are fixed and all management policy and mechanism is encapsulated behind the interface.
Thus even if an application has some knowledge of its particular execution profile it may be unable to
use it to expedite its own execution, since it is not able to communicate the information to the lower
layers.

Non-compliance occurs in many persistent programming systems in the interactions amongst the
application, the persistent object store manager and the operating system storage manager. Knowledge
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Figure 1. A non-compliant architecture.

of the pattern of access to data at the application level, such as object clustering, is usually not useable
since management of the persistent storage is encapsulated within the persistent run-time system, and
ignores other software components, including the application. Furthermore, there are often competing
and harmful interactions between the duplicated storage management policies of the persistent object
store and the operating system secondary storage manager. For example, the after-image, shadow-
page mechanism [13] of the Napier88 standard release [38] implements a page replacement policy in
the persistent storage manager. This policy has to compete with the page replacement algorithm of
the operating system, sometimes with disastrous effects on performance. Non-compliant architectures
have the potential for many such impedance mismatches.

The crucial step in designing a compliant architecture is to recognise the power of structuring
complex software in layers while freeing it from the dangers of encapsulation [39]. Our desired effect of
high reuse of architectural components while eliminating repetition and duplication can be achieved by
the separation of policy from mechanism. In this the mechanisms presented by an architectural layer
may be controlled, in terms of policy, by the layers above. Thus, the layers provide the mechanism
through their interfaces, and the higher layers provide the policy in the manner in which they use the
interface calls.

SEPARATING POLICY AND MECHANISM

The desirability of separating mechanism from policy has been recognised for some time. It was a
motivating force in the design of the Hydra operating system [40], and more recently the trend in
operating systems has been to move policy out of the kernel and into the realm of the user.
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Micro-kernels such as Mach [41] and Chorus [42] support user-provision of store, file and network
management. The Psyche system [43] and work on scheduler activations [44] take thread scheduling
out of the kernel by enabling the kernel to make up-calls to the user level. User-level library-based
application-specific resource management appears in PANDA [45] and Exokernel [46].

Application-oriented systems have been produced to support real-time systems [47], customisable
thread packages [48], communications protocols [49] generalised kernels [50–52] and languages [53].
These approaches allow flexibility in terms of resource management policy, to the extent of dynamic,
run-time policy change [52]. In all of these systems it is the function of the application’s run-time
system to specialise the operating system.

In general, the above systems use two techniques to accommodate user-level policy: by providing
a user-level server process together with an Inter-Process Communication (IPC) mechanism, or by
providing a library of routines. Both Mach and Chorus use IPC, whereas PANDA and Exokernel are
termed library operating systems.

In the persistent world, the Grasshopper operating system [22,54] uses both libraries and an IPC
mechanism to provide a persistent micro-kernel. More recently work by the same group has produced
a library-based nanokernel called Charm [55,56]. This has similar design goals to Arena, to avoid
imposing inappropriate abstractions on higher layers, but goes further in exposing hardware-specific
details.

Figure2 illustrates how our example architecture may be structured to provide the policy/mechanism
separation. The interfaces between the levels of the architecture define a set of up-calls and down-calls.
The down-calls constitute the mechanisms that the higher layers may call upon. These include calls for
passing policy information. Up-calls constitute entry points to the higher layers that may be used to
request policy information.

At any particular layer, the mechanism provided from below, together with the policies implemented
at that level, constitute mechanism for the higher layers. Thus:

policyn +mechanismn−1 = mechanismn

Figure2 is illustrative of a particular application system. As we will see later, it may be implemented
in a number of ways depending on the components and the interface mechanisms.

The work reported here builds significantly on our experience in designing, constructing and using
operating systems, persistent object systems and process support systems–with particular reference to
our previous work on the Arena operating system and the Flask persistent object store [57]. Before we
can describe our approach to a generic compliant architecture, we will describe the techniques used in
Arena and Flask for compliance. We will then describe our first attempt at constructing a compliant
persistent architecture.

Arena

The Arena customisable operating system [24] provides a toolkit of user-level library resource
managers (ARMs–Arena Resource Managers), which act as a framework for operating system policy
instantiations. These resource managers operate on the Arena abstract hardware interface, provided by
a nano-kernel, the hardware object (HWO), which gives access to the mechanisms provided by the
hardware. Only the HWO need be re-implemented when the system is ported to other target hardware
platforms. The basic structure of the Arena system is illustrated in Figure3.
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Figure 2. A compliant version of Figure1.

Figure 3. The Arena operating system.
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The Arena system allows the application implementation architecture to correspond exactly to the
application logical architecture. This is made possible by coalescing the operating system policy with
the application run-time system policy. That is, the run-time implementation of the application is linked
to the ARMs.

The HWO nano-kernel is a thin layer of largely policy-free code that provides access to low-level
mechanisms via a set of primitives. This interface provides a set of down-calls that is used by the
hardware-independent ARMs. At present there are 34 primitives in the HWO interface, which is
accessed through a library.

The HWO is implemented at user-level wherever possible. However, for protection, the HWO may
operate in supervisor mode by traversing the trap interface. The HWO deals mainly with low-level
concerns such as register contexts and address translation, with the policy being provided by the ARMs
in the user-level libraries. For example, although the HWO has no notion of threads, it does provide
context-switching primitives to get and to set the register context (hwo getregcxtandhwo setregcxt).
Through these primitives, the ARMs may implement context switching and thus provide the policy for
scheduling threads.

The ARMs may interact with each other via published interfaces. So, for example, the Process
Manager (PM) may call the Store Manager (SM) with a request for a region of virtual address space to
use as a thread stack. Resource management policy may be changed by linking to a different resource
manager or by defining a new one. However, the interfaces remain the same (or within a sub-class
hierarchy) so that different versions of a manager may use a common third party. Thus, a PM may
pre-allocate thread stacks by obtaining a single large SM region at start-up, but both this pre-allocating
and another non-pre-allocating PM can use the same SM in the same manner.

Significantly, the interfaces provided by the user-level ARMs have three components:

(i) the operations available to the application code (down-calls from the application),
(ii) the operations used by other managers (horizontal calls), and

(iii) the operations used by the HWO (up-calls from the HWO).

A description of the up-call mechanism in Arena will be given later, but for the present it is sufficient
to note that in any separation of policy and mechanism (and not just in Arena), all three sets of
operations are required to completely describe the interface.

The Flask architecture

The Napier88 persistent object store [17] provides a generic architecture that has been used to support
Napier88 and, by others, to provide persistence to a variety of programming paradigms. These include
functional programming (Staple) [58], typeful programming (P-Quest) [59], object-oriented database
programming (Galileo) [9], LISP [60], and the PIOS database [61]. The most recent design of the
persistent object store, Flask [57], provides a flexible system in which concurrency control schemes and
recovery mechanisms may be specified according to the needs of the application. This allows the same
data to be used in conjunction with different concurrency control schemes and recovery mechanisms.

The framework of the Flask architecture is shown in Figure4 as a ‘V-shaped’ layered architecture
to signify the minimal functionality built-in at the lower layers. At the top layer the specifications
of the model are independent of the algorithms used to enforce them and can take advantage of the
semantics of these algorithms to exploit potential concurrency. For example, a particular specification
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Figure 4. The Flask V-shaped architecture.

may translate into an optimistic algorithm or alternatively a pessimistic one, while the information they
operate over remains the same. More importantly, such an approach can accommodate different models
of concurrency control.

The focus of interest in the Flask architecture centres on the visibility of data from different actions
(e.g. threads, processes). This visibility is expressed in terms of the control of movement between a
globally visible database and conceptual stores called access sets. Each action is associated with a
local access set and may use other shared access sets. The specification of the movement of data may
be determined implicitly or explicitly but requires an interface language, such as CACS [62] to specify
the movements. As a result, the CACS specification determines the policy of data movement.

At the lowest level the atomicity layers ensures consistent update to the access sets and the global
database. The failure resilience layer utilises this atomicity to effect an action making its changes
permanent.

The Flask architecture has been implemented by marrying the notion of data visibility as expressed
by access sets to a concurrent shadow paging mechanism. The layers in Flask constitute a clear
instantiation of the policy/mechanism separation.

GENERIC COMPLIANCE

Our approach to defining and implementing a compliant architecture builds on the work of both the
Arena system and the Flask architecture. However, the Arena system collapses the architecture into
a single level by combining the application run-time system with the operating system. Furthermore,
Arena uses a common library binding mechanism, which often restricts it to be single language. By
contrast, the Flask V-shape only addresses concurrency control for policy/mechanism separation, but
it is multi-level and multi-language, a feature we wish to retain.

Our first attempt at a generic compliant architecture is illustrated in Figure5.
The compliant architecture retains layers for the reasons described earlier. The system functions are

the entities over which the application wishes to exert control through the policy/mechanism separation.
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Figure 5. A generic compliant architecture.

We expect the system functions to be entities such as concurrency control, scheduling, address space
and recovery, but there may be others, such as distribution, depending on the application.

The key feature of the compliant architecture is that mechanisms provided by layers are controlled
by policies implemented at higher layers, thereby providing increased functionality moving up the
levels of abstraction. This provides the necessary flexibility but also permits efficiency gains, since
many optimisations are achievable at a higher-level in the architecture.

Of course, layers may choose to pass mechanism directly to higher layers for policy to be
implemented at a more appropriate level, thereby effectively collapsing the layers within any particular
V (system function). Furthermore, layers may vary the mechanism used to implement their policy.
Thus, an application may run under an atomic transaction regime supported by a particular stable
storage mechanism on one occasion, and under a SAGA [63] regime supported by the same or a
different stable storage mechanism on another, depending on the requirements of the application.

The system functions are themselves replaceable and extendable, and may provide different
interfaces at each layer on different occasions. For example, should it be discovered that a certain
process model requires a particular scheduling abstraction, this can be provided at the correct layer by
replacing the scheduling system function.

A compliant architecture may therefore be structured by determining the following:

(i) the number of layers in the architecture;
(ii) the system functions that the architecture allows applications to control (e.g. recovery,

scheduling, clock ticks, etc.);
(iii) the method used for specifying policy information;
(iv) the method used for passing system information between layers and system functions (up-calls,

down-calls and horizontal calls).

Once the number of layers in an architecture has been fixed, the other three issues must be addressed
at the interfaces between all the layers. Policy specification may be different between different layers,
and the calling mechanisms do not rely on one particular technique but may be specific to the interfaces
between particular layers. Furthermore, system functions may be hidden at some level and only
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Figure 6. A compliant persistent architecture.

accessible to the layers below. This, in effect, cuts off a particular V and makes the system function
opaque to the upper layers–presumably for implicit mapping.

The alternative to the above approach for constructing the architectural layers is to use a single
technique for up-calls and down-calls at the interfaces between all layers. However this may not always
be the most compliant approach, and we wish to preserve flexibility.

A COMPLIANT PERSISTENT ARCHITECTURE

Figure6 provides a more detailed and compliant version of the architecture given in Figure1. There
are five layers in the architecture, discounting the hardware itself, remembering that the layers may
collapse within any particular system function. The layers are: the process model (PAS); the process
modelling language (PML); the persistent programming language (ProcessBase); the Arena ARMs,
which are linked with the ProcessBase run-time system; and the nano-kernel (HWO).

To illustrate how the architecture is constructed, we will describe the policy/mechanism divide
between the ARMs and the HWO, and between the ProcessBase language and Arena. Furthermore
we will use parameter passing to simplify the specification of policy information, and concentrate on
how information is transmitted between the layers. A major strength of our compliant architecture is
that it does not rely on any particular binding technique nor common interface structure. Thus, as we
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Figure 7. System functions in the compliant architecture.

will see, the interface between the ARMs and the HWO is quite different from the interface between
ProcessBase and Arena.

Another view of the compliant persistent architecture is given in Figure7, which shows the system
functions of concurrency control, scheduling, address space and recovery.

Before describing a particular example of a compliant architecture, we must first finish our
description of the ARM/HWO interface.

Arena policy and HWO mechanism

At the bottom level of the compliant architecture, the HWO interface is a set of C++ functions in a C++
library. These provide the mechanism that Arena uses to access the hardware services. The ARMs of
Arena are also written in C++ and are also kept in C++ libraries for the upper layers of the architecture
to access. Thus, the overall binding mechanism is that of C++, and the interface may be extended using
the inheritance hierarchy, for extensions that conform to the sub-class late binding rules, or by adding
new libraries.

Compliance in Arena

We have already described how the Arena ARM code calls the HWO code (down-call) and other Arena
code (horizontal call). The missing component for compliance is the up-call, which signifies an event
in the HWO that is handled by ARMs.

Event handling comprises a major component of resource management policy. Event handling at
user-level in Arena has two components: first, to register a handler for an event; and secondly, to make
an up-call to execute that handler.

1. Registering an event handler. In Arena, the HWO defines a fixed set of event types. Event
handling at user-level is achieved by registering distinguished event handler threads with the
HWO and the PM. Each is specific to a particular event type, and will be made runnable in
response to an event of that type.
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Figure 8. An Arena up-call.

A number of uninitialised event threads are pre-allocated in the PM. Registering specific event
handlers is a two-stage process. The first stage occurs at initialisation, when the PM obtains a
pointer to the event state data structure in the HWO, using a call tohwo geteventstate(), and fills
in the uninitialised event thread context block pointers. The second stage occurs when an ARM,
interested in handling a particular event type, calls the PM throughm registerEventHandler(func,
evnum), passing it a function to be run by the specified event handler thread. The PM allocates a
new thread stack and callshwo initeventthread()to initialise the designated event thread block.

2. Executing an event handler–the up-call. The Arena up-call consists of running the PMswitch()
routine so that a runnable event thread can be scheduled. On an up-call, arising from an event,
the processor state has already been saved by the HWO, when the trap occurred. The user-
level context has been saved to a logicalEvent Context Buffer(ECB) whose implementation
is processor-dependent [67]. The HWO makes the thread corresponding to the event runnable,
using its pointer to the appropriate event thread context block residing within the user-level PM.
This pointer is set up as part of the registration process.
Having made the event thread runnable, the up-call mechanism proceeds by loading the PM
switch()execution context, and returning the processor to user-mode, control thus passing to the
PM. Whenswitch() is invoked by the up-call, the saved context is copied from the ECB to the
context block of the application thread, whose execution had been interrupted by the event. This
is achieved via a call tohwo getregcxt(). Theswitch()routine then selects the next thread to run.
This may, according to the application-specific scheduling policy, be the runnable event thread.
The selected thread begins execution via a call tohwo setregcxt()made at the end of theswitch()
routine.

Figure8 shows an example in which the persistent object store manager (POSM) handles page fault
events via up-calls from the HWO.

Thus, in Arena, the application or language system can determine event handling policy in two ways.
The policy implemented by the event thread can be language-specific, and also the policy implemented
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by the thread scheduler can be language-specific. This is all achieved by binding in the appropriate
library functions.

Pending events are queued by the HWO so that the PM has opportunities to schedule the
corresponding threads and therefore handle events of the same kind in the correct order.

ProcessBase policy and Arena mechanism

The ProcessBase language and support system is designed as a core persistent implementation
platform. It consists of the language and its persistent environment. The persistent store is populated
and, indeed, the system uses objects within the persistent store to support itself. The ProcessBase
programming system provides the following facilities:

(i) orthogonal persistence–models of data independent of longevity,
(ii) type completeness–no restrictions on constructing types,

(iii) higher-order procedures–procedures are first class data objects,
(iv) information hiding without encapsulation–views of data that hide detail [39],
(v) a strongly typed stable store–a populated environment of typed data objects that may be updated

atomically,
(vi) hyper-code–a single representation of a value throughout its lifetime [65,66],
(vii) linguistic reflection–to allow evolution [67],
(viii) exceptions–for recovering from exceptional conditions.

The ProcessBase language is in the algol tradition, as were its predecessors S-algol [68], PS-
algol [69] and Napier88 [38]. The type system contains: the base types integer, real, boolean and
string; higher-order procedures that allow code to exist in the value space [2]; aggregates formed using
the vector and view types; and finally, an explicit constructor to provide locations. The type system
is mostly statically checkable, a property we wish to retain wherever possible. However, dynamic
projection out of unions for type any allows the dynamic binding required for orthogonal persistence [1]
and system evolution [70].

Compliance in ProcessBase

ProcessBase programs are compiled into ProcessBase Abstract Machine (PBAM) code that may then
be executed by the PBAM interpreter, which is written in C++. Compliance is accommodated at
the language level by a set of libraries, written in ProcessBase, which extend the functionality to
comply with any particular architecture. At present I/O, threads, semaphores, persistence, and string
and arithmetic functions are considered to be platform-dependent, compliant parts of the ProcessBase
language. Other compliant extensions occur as applications require them.

The PBAM is also split into a core part and an extensible, platform-dependent, compliant part. The
core part must be provided by all implementations whereas the compliant part may vary and may be
implemented in different ways depending on the host platform. The compliant part takes the form
of extra PBAM instructions. Figure9 illustrates the mapping of a combination of application code
and compliant libraries onto the PBAM. The normal mechanism is for programs to be compiled into
PBAM core instructions. However this may be extended in both core and compliant ProcessBase code,
by down-calls to both core and compliant PBAM instructions.
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Figure 9. Mapping ProcessBase to the PBAM.

Down-calls, from ProcessBase to the PBAM interpreter, are performed by using a special syntax to
invoke abstract machine instructions directly. The syntax is:

downcall opcode (...)
where thedowncallconstruct is followed by the op-code for the PBAM instruction and any parameters
it requires. The construct may also return a computed value. For example,

let sin ← fun (x : real ) → real ; downcall sinOp (x)
is a procedure that implements thesine function by invoking the PBAM instruction denoted by the
sinOpopcode. The sine function could, of course, be written directly in ProcessBase, in which case it
would be compiled to the core PBAM instructions.

In summary, a ProcessBase program may use a down-call to execute any PBAM instruction, core or
compliant. In reality any particular interpreter may partially disallow such freedom for safety, and only
permit a subset of the down-calls to be effective. A ProcessBase program written in the core language
is compiled to core PBAM instructions, but may also contain down-calls to core PBAM instructions.
A program written in compliant ProcessBase will also be compiled into core ProcessBase, but may
also contain down-calls to core and compliant PBAM instructions. The reason for the difference is
that the libraries that implement the compliant part also define the compliant op-codes available to the
application programmer.

The down-call mechanism provides a method of extending PBAM to be compliant to the needs of
the application. Where new PBAM instructions are required by the application, they may be provided
by the compliant part of the PBAM interpreter and called by the special syntax above. The down-call
mechanism can be used to pass policy information to a compliant PBAM interpreter that has provided
an instruction implementing mechanism that can be specialised by the given policy.
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From Figure9, we can see that policy can now be transmitted from the ProcessBase language to the
PBAM interpreter. The PBAM interpreter is written in C++ and is linked with the ARMs. Thus, the
policy information from the application may be transmitted to the resource managers of Arena via the
down-call mechanism of ProcessBase, and C++ parameter passing. The correct selection of resource
managers to interpret the application data is imperative to the success of any particular instance of the
compliant architecture.

ProcessBase libraries

The library mechanism, as part of the persistent store, is used to store all the standard functions and
data for an instantiation of the architecture. The standard functions may be implemented in the core or
the extension part of the language, and map appropriately to the PBAM.

Horizontal calls between separately compiled units can be made by binding in ProcessBase library
values and then calling them. Down-calls are usually placed in the library at the behest of the interpreter
and called in the same manner by the ProcessBase programs. Thus, the interpreter establishes which op-
codes are available in the extension defined by the library. Separate versions of the compliant libraries
may be implemented for each new architecture.

Although libraries may contain both compliant PBAM instructions and ProcessBase values, these
elements are composed in different ways. ProcessBase values are specified as required for each
compilation unit, whereas compliant PBAM instructions are specified for a particular instantiation
of the PBAM.

Up-calls in ProcessBase

Up-calls can be made to PBAM from Arena through the Arena event mechanism. Correspondingly,
an up-call from PBAM can be made to a ProcessBase program through the ProcessBase interrupt
mechanism. Thus, low-level events may be transmitted as a mechanism to the ProcessBase program,
which can handle the interrupt and apply the appropriate policy. This is achieved without collapsing
the architectural layers.

A choice of mechanisms is available for handling interrupts. We could have chosen the Arena
mechanism of using a separate thread to handle an interrupt, but since threads are not part of the
ProcessBase core, we have chosen to use higher-order functions to achieve our goal.

To illustrate the ProcessBase interrupt mechanism, consider an application that wishes to know about
clock ticks (every second say). To establish that the interrupt is available to the compliant application
code in ProcessBase, the interpreter arranges for the definition:

let clock ← interrupt 17 ( int )

to be placed in the ProcessBaseinterrupt library. This indicates that such an interrupt, supplying a
single integer parameter, is available for use by compliant ProcessBase programs in this instantiation
of the architecture. An integer constant, 17 in this example, is specified as an implementation-level
identifier for the interrupt. TheinterruptDowncallprocedure in the library passes policy information
to particular interrupts using the PBAM instructioninterruptOp. For example, the policy information
could define when the interrupts should be active or inactive. TheinterruptDowncallprocedure is
defined by:
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Figure 10. A ProcessBase up-call.

let interruptDowncall ← fun (name, status: string )
begin

! Map name to corresponding identifier id .
downcall interruptOp (id, status)

end

and may be called, for example, by:
interruptDowncall ("Clock", "on")

to indicate that clock interrupts may be taken. Interrupts are handled by a procedure that is associated
with the interrupt using thehandle interrupt clause. For example

handle interrupt clock using fun (time: int ) ; {} ! Do something with time

The handle interrupt clause is valid for a particular scope and results in an unexpected
procedure call if the interrupt is ‘on’ and the event occurs. That is, control resumes from the point
of interruption after the procedure is called. Note that the parameter and result types of the procedure
must be the same as those of the interrupt. Figure10 illustrates the ProcessBase up-call mechanism.

We have now completed all the techniques for separating policy and mechanism in our compliant
architecture. We will now proceed with an example of how the architecture is designed, constructed
and executes.

AN EXAMPLE OF COMPLIANCE

Most persistent application systems have an object store garbage collector. In our example architecture
we wish to inform the garbage collector, which is incremental, that if it encounters certain objects
(roots) then the application may wish to nominate other objects to be clustered with those roots. The
roots and nominated objects may change from time to time and in relation to each other. For example,
a root object may have different nominated objects at any particular point in the execution of the
application.
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The garbage collector runs as an asynchronous thread and is activated, to execute one increment, by
a timer interrupt. The whole activity of associating objects with others may be turned on and off by the
application as it requires.

The process of defining an architecture compliant to the above needs involves four stages as
described earlier:

(i) The first is to specify the number of layers in the architecture. Given space restrictions and
the fact that we have only described the bottom layers, we will again restrict the architecture to
having the HWO, the Arena run-time system and the ProcessBase language. We therefore assume
that the application is written in or translated into ProcessBase for this example. To extend the
definition to higher layers would involve defining further up-call and down-call mechanisms.

(ii) We have also restricted the number of system functions controlled by the architecture to that of
storage placement, and even then to particular root values. We assume that all the other functions
are pre-defined and not under explicit control of the programmer, but of course these may still
be specific to the architecture and used by the language processor.

(iii) Policy information will be passed as ProcessBase parameters.
(iv) The final activity in defining the compliant architecture is to specify the up-calls and down-calls.

We start from the top defining the ProcessBase level. The compliant ProcessBase library for this
application will contain a down-call to define the roots from which we wish to cluster. It will
also include the definition of an interrupt (up-call) which will ask the application to specify the
objects to be clustered around the given root. Finally the library contains a down-call to control
switching the interrupt on and off. The following code specifies all of this:

let cluster ← interrupt 23 ( any ) → * any
! The cluster interrupt, when handled, takes a root and returns a vector of objects.
! The type any is used to make the interrupt dynamically polymorphic.

let clusterOp ← opcode 251 (* any )
! This compliant instruction, op-code 251, specifies the roots of clustering.

These definitions constitute mechanism and are defined by the ProcessBase compliant library and
provided by the PBAM compliant interpreter.

Two data structures are maintained in the ProcessBase application to facilitate the clustering of
particular roots. They are an array of roots, and for each root an associated array of cluster objects. Type
any is again used to make the typing polymorphic. The data structure and the application fragment to
control the up-call and down-call are defined by the following code:

let init ← any (0)
let initObject ← vector @1 of [init, init, init]
! A vector (array) of dummy objects.

let clusterRoots ← vector @1 of [init, init, init, init, init]
! The empty vector of cluster roots.

let clusterObjects ← vector @1 of [initObject, initObject, initObject, initObject]
! The empty vector of vectors of associated objects.
! The root index is used to identify the vector of associated objects within this.
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handle interrupt cluster using fun (root: any ) → * any
begin

let i ← loc ( lwb (clusterRoots))

while 'i <= upb (clusterRoots) and root ∼= clusterRoots (i) do i := 'i+1
! The ' is a location dereference operation.

if 'i <= upb (clusterRoots) then clusterObjects (i) else initObjects
end

! The handle interrupt clause handles the interrupt if it is switched on.
! It returns the vector of associated objects for the root to the PBAM interpreter.
! The program then resumes from where it left off.

...
! Set up the cluster roots.
! Set up the associated cluster objects.
! Make a down-call to clusterOp to establish the roots.

! Turn the up-call on.
ionterruptDowncall ("cluster", "on")

...

! Turn the up-call off again.
interruptDowncall ("cluster", "off")

The policy for clustering is now set by initialising the cluster roots and their associated objects.
At any time in the application execution, the roots may be altered by assigning to the roots vector
and making a down-call to theclusterOp instruction. The associated objects may also be altered
dynamically by merely assigning into theclusterObjectsvector. Thus we have established the
mechanism provided by the PBAM interpreter and indicated how the dynamic policy may be passed
from the ProcessBase application to the PBAM interpreter.

At some level in the compliant architecture the policy/mechanism interface is fixed. For compliance,
the closer that interface is made to the hardware the better. In our case it is the HWO/ARM interface,
which is a little above the bare hardware since the HWO was also designed for portability. Our
remaining task is to use this interface, and to integrate the PBAM interpreter with the appropriate
ARMs, re-implementing them if necessary. Again we will concentrate only on object clustering.
Figure11 illustrates how the PBAM interpreter is placed in relation to the other Arena code.

The incremental garbage collector (GC) is a PBAM function that shares state with the PBAM. The
function is registered with the PM and associated with the event timer. The event timer is set using
the hwo settimeout(n)hardware object call. Thus, everyn ticks the garbage collector will be made
runnable to collect one increment. When the garbage collector has completed its increment it suspends
itself on theeventTimerqueue.

When activated the garbage collector first waits until the interpreter comes to the end of its current
instruction, to ensure that the execution of the PBAM instruction is atomic. It then proceeds to garbage
collect, and if it encounters a root object, which it can identify from the shared state with the PBAM
interpreter, it makes an upcall to ascertain the associated cluster objects. The interpreter is now restarted
to handle the interrupt and return the cluster objects which the garbage collector can then use.
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Figure 11. Example compliant architecture.

The dynamic sequence of activity may look something like:

(i) The PBAM interpreter registers the GC with the timer event in the PM and sets the timer interval.
(ii) The application registers some root objects (down-call from ProcessBase (PB) to PBAM).

(iii) The application activates the clustering (down-call from PB to PBAM, horizontal call from
PBAM to GC).

(iv) A timer interrupt activates the GC (up-call from HWO to PM, horizontal call from PM to GC).
(v) The GC encounters a root and requests a list of nominated objects from the application

(horizontal call from GC to PBAM, up-call from PBAM to PB, return from PB, return to GC
with object list).

(vi) The application deactivates the cluster facility (down-call from PB to PBAM, horizontal call
from PBAM to GC).

The degree to which an application is made compliant depends upon the amount of individual
programming that the implementor will deem cost effective. There is a trade-off between fixing the
interfaces for reuse, and thereby denying compliance, and the cost of re-coding for compliance. Such
trade-offs can only be evaluated in the context of the particular application system.

CONCLUSIONS

Our experience in designing, constructing and using operating, persistent object and process support
systems has led us to the conclusion that the next breakthrough in the architectural support for
potentially large, long lived and concurrently accessed, user-centred systems is in customisable
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software support. We have coined the termcompliantto describe architectures that are customisable
and accommodate the needs of particular applications.

This paper recognises the power of structuring complex software in layers and has shown how to
achieve compliance within such a system. Central to this is the separation of policy from mechanism
across the interface layers. Down-calls may be used to define the mechanism that a lower layer
provides, while up-calls can supply the necessary policy details to drive the mechanisms.

Many techniques may be used for compliance. In this paper, we have suggested that the following
decisions have to be made to instantiate such an architecture:

(i) the number of layers in the architecture,
(ii) the system functions that the architecture allows applications to control (e.g. recovery,

scheduling, clock ticks, etc.),
(iii) the method used for specifying policy information, and
(iv) the method used for passing system information between layers and system functions (up-calls,

down-call and horizontal calls).

We postulate that any architecture implementing the above can be made compliant without the need
for any common or regular interface mechanisms. There are clearly a number of questions that merit
further investigation, including:

(i) What are the limits to the degree of compliance that can be achieved using this architecture?
(ii) In which situations should mechanism be made available to higher layers, and in which should

it be hidden?
(iii) Can undesirable interactions arise between up-calls, down-calls and horizontal-calls?
(iv) What are the required features of systems programming languages used in this style?

While it is clear that compliant architectures may be built, it is not obvious that they will meet their
design goals. Here we have described a proof of concept experiment where a compliant architecture
is built out of a nano-kernel, HWO, and its associated library-based operating system which together
constitute the Arena system; a new persistent programming language, ProcessBase; together with the
mechanisms for defining and separating policy and mechanism by up-calls and down-calls. At the time
of writing, the instantiation of the architecture includes the following:

(i) Arena running on the EDS multi-processor and on Pentium;
(ii) a distributed object store running on Arena;

(iii) a Java graphical interface to Arena;
(iv) an after-image shadow paging recovery manager running on Arena;
(v) a compiler for ProcessBase;
(vi) a ProcessBase interpreter running on Arena and on Solaris.

This is certainly not the only manner in which compliance can be achieved, and we suspect it is only
the first in many such explorations by ourselves and others.
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